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ABSTRACT

The Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant (HWVP) is being designed to

immobilize pretreatedHanford high-levelwaste and transuranicwaste in

borosilicate glass contained in stainlesssteel canisters. Testing is being

conducted in the HWVP TechnologyDevelopmentProject to ensure that adapted

technologies are applicableto the candidateHanford wastes and to generate

information for waste form qualification.

Empirical modeling is being conductedto define a glass composition

range consistentwith process and waste form qualificationrequirements.

Laboratory studies are conductedto determineprocess stream properties,

characterizethe redox chemistry of the melter feed as a basis for controlling

melt foaming and evaluate zeolite sorptionmaterials for process waste

treatment. Pilot-scaletests have been performedwith simulatedmelter feed

to assess filtration for solids removalfrom process wastes, evaluate

vitrification process performanceand assess offgas equipment performance.

Process equipment constructionmaterialsare being selected based on

literature reviews, corrosion testing,and performance in pilot-scaletesting.

* Operated for the U.S. Departmentof Energy by Battelle Memoriai Institute
under Contract DE-ACO6-76RLO1830.
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NOMENCLATURE

CDC - Canister DecontaminationChamber

CCW- ComplexantConcentrateWaste

CVS - CompositionVariabilityStudy

DF - DecontaminationFactor

DWTT - DecontaminationWaste TransferTank

DWPF - Defense Waste ProcessingFacility

FFT - Filter Feed Tank

HEME - High-EfficiencyMist Eliminator

HLW- High-LevelWaste

HWVP - Hanford Waste VitrificationPlant

MCC-I - Materials CharacterizationCenter-1

MFT - Melter Feed Tank

MOG - Melter Offgas

NCAW - NeutralizedCurrentAcid Waste

NCRW - NeutralizedCladding RemovalWaste

PCT - Product ConsistencyTest

PFPW - PlutoniumFinishingPlant Waste

PNL - Pacific Northwest Laboratory

PVV - Process Vessel Vent

RLST - Receipt and Lag StorageTank

RWCT - Recycle Waste CollectionTank

SBS - Submerged Bed Scrubber

SME - Slurry Mix Evaporator

SMECT - Slurry Mix EvaporatorCondensateTank

SRAT - Slurry Receipt and AdjustmentTank
TRU - Transuranic

WAT - Waste Adjustment Tank

WHT - Waste Holding Tank

WFQ - Waste Form Qualification
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INTRODUCTION

The Hanford Waste Vitrification Plant (HWVP) is being designed to

immobilize pretreated Hanford High-Level Waste (HLW) and transuranic (TRU)

waste in borosilicate glass contained in stainless steel canisters. The HWVP

project is managed by Westinghouse Hanford Company for the United States

Department of Energy. The Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) is the prime

contractor for technology development.

Available technology is being adapted for use in the HWVPwherever

applicable. The HWVPtechnology program is generally limited to verification

testing of adapted technology to ensure applicability to appropriate Hanford

defense wastes and to generate information for waste form qualification (WFQ).

The scope of the HWVPtechnology development project includes the following

major areas: glass composition envelope definition, feed preparation

chemistry studies, feed preparation testing, vitrification testing, process

offgas treatment testing, process waste treatment testing, process equipment

performance, process equipment materials selection, and waste form

qualification.

HWVPPROCESSDESCRIPTION

A flow diagram for zhe HWVPprocess is shown in Figure I. The HWVP

process will receive pretreated waste feed (Table 1), concentrate the waste,

add formic acid (reductant), add recycle process waste and spent canister

decontamination frit, add the process frit slurry, and make any required

chemical or concentration adjustments to provide feed to the melter. The

resulting slurry will be fed to a joule-heated ceramic melter for conversion

into a molten glass at 1150°C. The molten glass will be poured into canisters

for containment and handling. The melter offgas will be treated for removal

of water, solids, and highly soluble gases before it is combined with HWVP

ventilation air for final filtration. Process liquids will be selectively

treated to remove soluble cesium and strontium by ion exchange and solids

containing transuranic elements by filtration before they will be released

from the plant for further treatment. The loaded ion exchanger (zeolite) and

filtered solids with filter-aid will be recycled for vitrification. The



filled canisterswill be cooled, providedwith an interim fill opening plug,

processed throughpreliminarywater spray decontamination,finally decontami-

nated by frit slurry blasting,smear tested,closed by seal welding a lid on

the fill neck, and finally inspectedprior to interim storage.

GLASS COMPOSITIONENVELOPE DEFINITION

A qualifiedborosilicateglass compositionrange consistentwith HWVP

feeds, process requirements,and WFQ requirementsis being defined. This

compositionrange and the supportingpropertycharacterizationinformation

will provide a key basis for WFQ. Simulantnonradioactiveglasses are being

tested for durability,melt viscosity,melt electrical conductivity,liquidus

temperature,crystallinity,and transitiontemperature. Selected properties

are being modeled empiricallyas a function of major compositioncomponents to

define the qualifiedcompositionregion. The number of test glasseswill be

sufficient to providea second-orderdata fit and indicate component

interactions. Empiricalmodels of glass durability will be validated using

nonradioactivewaste glass simulantsnot used in the modeling effort and

radioactive glassesformed from actual radioactivewastes. Other glass

properties, includingdensity, thermalconductivity,and thermal expansion,

have been determined using simulantwaste glasses. Time-temperature-

transition diagramswith associateddurabilitydata will be determined for

selected glass compositions.

A first-order composition variability study (CVS-I) provided linear

(first-order) mixture models of the form: y : z bi x i where x i is the mass

fraction of i-th oxide component, bi is the i-th component coefficient, and y
is a property value or mathematical transformation. Unweighted least squares

regression was used to fit linear mixture models for each of the properties.

The model fit coefficients are shown in Table 2, and the transformations used

are shown in Table 3.

The glass composition region studied was based on the expected range of

HWVPglass compositions and the results of scoping studies. A statistically-

designed 10-component (SiO2, B203, A1203, Fe203, Zr02, Na20, Li20, Ca0, Mg0,
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and others [all remainingminor waste components])mixture study was

conducted. The range of componentstested and associatedconstraints are

shown in Table 4.

The followingmajor conclusionswere reachedfrom this initial phase of

CVS testing"

• The compositionregion studied in CVS-I includescompositionswith

one or more property value considerablyoutside the ranges deemed

acceptablefor HWVP operation. This occurs when certain components

are at high and/or low levels simultaneously,and is not due to the

ranges of individualcomponentsbeing too wide.

• Waste glass viscosityand electricalconductivitycan be adjusted to

a desirablelevel by balancingthe contentof SiO2, B203, and Li20
in such a way that high durabilityof the product is maintained and

crystallizationin the melter is avoided. The first-ordermixture

models for viscosityand electricalconductivityare adequates

preliminarytools for eliminatingcompositionsthat will not be

processablein the HWVP melter.

• A highly nonlinearlow-durabilityregion of compositionswas found

in the B203-richand Al203-poor portionof the compositionrange
tested. The CVS-I first-orderelementalrelease models do not

accuratelypredict durabilitywithin this region, but can be used to

avoid the area during CVS-il testing.

• The multiple-component constraints used during CVS-I to eliminate

glasses with liquidus temperature higher than I050°C were not

completely successful. The highly nonlinear nature of the l iquidus

temperature as a function of composition may preclude using the

second-order mixture models intended for use with other property

data. lt may be possible to develop separate first-order models

from liquidus temperature data for each primary crystalline phase

found in the test glasses.
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FEED PREPARATIONREDOX CHEMISTRYSTUDIES

The redox condition in the melter is primarily controlledto avoid the

potential for glass melt foaming. Control is achieved by addition of the

reductants,formic acid and possiblysugar, during feed preparation.

Laboratorystudies have demonstratedthat reductant requirementsvary with the

feed components involved in the redox reactions. Redox reactions,which occur

in the feed preparation tank (SRAT)and melter, can affectmelter f{aming,

second phase precipitation,off,as generation,and processing rate. Evolution

of hydrogen and ammonia during the formatingprocess is a safety concern. The

effect of feed constituentson reductantrequirementsfor melt glass redox

control (Fe+2/Fe+3 = 0.005 to 0.3) needs to be further defined. Studies are

being conducted to definitivelycharacterizethe redox chemistry as a basis

for process cont_'oland to resolveany associated safety issues.

A laboratory redox study was conducted to evaluate the effect of nitrate

and carbonate content in a NCAWfeed simulant on formic acid requirements.

Thirteen feed preparation runs were conducted using the simulant base

composition in Table 5. The variable constituents included NO3 1 (0.13 to

0.87 moles/L), CO3 2 (0.05 to 0.63 moles/L) and (formic acid) (0.34 to 1.95
moles/L). An acceptable glass redox (Fe+2/Fe +3) was observed when

HCOOH/NO3 was greater than/or equal to 3 and less than about 7. Offgas

released during formating contained CO2, NOx, N20 and H2 and ammonia was

qualitatively detected. The threshold requirement, HCOOH/NO3 = 3, was
independent of the carbonate content. However, evaluation of limited mass

balance data suggests that the step in which nitrate reduction occurs

(formating or vitrification) may be dependent on the pH (i.e., carbonate

content) of the feed. Lower nitrate consumption during formating was observed

in high carbonate (more alkaline) simulants. No formic acid adjustments for

glass redox are required to accommodate the presence of carbonate. High

levels of carbonate resulted in more alkaline endpoints for equivalent formic

acid additions. Evaluation of metals solubility behavior suggests that 25 to

50% of the chromium, manganese, and molybdenum are reduced during formating.



FEED PREPARATIONTESTING

Laboratory-and pilot-scaletests have been performedto characterize

process stream properties,evaluate processperformance,and determine

equipmentoperationalcharacteristics. A full-scale feed preparationtest

system is being installed for process,equipment, and waste form qualification

testing. Process streams have been characterizedfor properties including

solids content, oxide content, density,yield stress, apparent viscosity,

boiling point, heat capacity, pH, and change in propertieswith storage time

and agitationrate. Samples of storedradioactivewaste from Hanford have

been pretreatedand processedthroughthe HWVP process on a laboratory scale.

Simulant slurry properties are being correlated with physical property

measurements obtained on radioactive process slurries.

VITRIFICATION TESTING

The design processing capacity of the HWVPhas been increased from

45 kg/hr of glass to 100 kg/hr. The Defense Waste Processing Facility (DWPF)

melter design was selected for HWVPbecause the design was available and the

capacity was compatible. DWPFprocessing capacity of 100 kg/hr of glass has

been demDnstrated at Savannah River Laboratory on a pilot scale using simulant

DWPFwaste. Without lid heaters, the Pilot Scale Ceramic Melter (PSCM) at PNL

produced 28.4 kg/hr.m 2 of glass (71 kg/hr based on 2.5 m2 melter surface area)

using simulant NCAWfeed. This rate was 58 percent higher than previous HWVP

design capacity requirements. The pilot-scale Liquid Fed Ceramic Melter

(LFCM) is being modified to incorporate lid heaters similar to the DWPFmelter

to adequately represent the DWPFmelter operating conditions such that the

current required desicln processing rate can be demonstrated. Studies are in

progress to determine if precipitation of noble metals from the NCAWmelter

feed will shorten the two-year melter design life.

in PSCMtesting with NCAW(no lid heaters) at nominal capacity (-80% cold

cap coverage), the feed rate to the melter averaged between 43 and 44 L/h [-57
L/h.m 2 (1.4 gal/h.ft2)]. The melter feed was at a nominal total oxides

concentration of 500 g total oxides per liter of feed. A glass production

rate of 28.4 kg/h'm 2 (5.8 Ib/h'ft 2) was achieved. With the exception of

short downtime periods, due primarily to feed pump difficulties and feed line

7



and feed nozzle plugging, the PSCMoperation was very stable. The on-stream

melter processing efficiency was better than 98%. Melter cold cap character-

istics remained consistent during feeding. Vitrification processing behavior

produced by the simulated melter feed composition was very good. The slurry

spread over the glass and cold cap easily without accumulating. Venting was

routinely observed from the cold cap, and the cap thickness appeared to remain

consistent at about 2 to 5 cm (I to 2 in.).

OFFGASTREATMENTTESTING

The HWVPmelter offgas treatment system is similar to that of the West

Valley Demonstration Project (WVDP)vitrification system. In a pilot-scale

test under stable operating conditions, the cverall melter offgas treatment

system decontamination factors (DFs) were I x 107 for solids and 5 x 106 for

cesium without using HEPAfilters. The anticipated and design DFs for HWVP

are lower since HWVPoperating conditions may be less stable with normal plant

operating modes.

In the PSCMtest described above, aerosol entrainment losses were very

low during steady-state melter feeding conditions. Well over half of the

airborne particulate mass leaving the melter was associated with aerosols

having aerodynamic diameters less than or equal to 1 _m, predominately

semivolatiles. Semivolatile emissions are also responsible for most melter

offgas losses during idling. Melter-generated combustible gases did not

present an offgas flammability hazard under any of the operating conditions
tested.

The submerged bed scrubber (SES) performed both of its major offgas

functions weil. As an offgas system quencher, it successfully reduced the

temperature of the offgas stream to below 30 deg C and condensed 85% of the

process steam. As an effluent scrubber, it removed essentially all effluent

aerosols with diameters larger than I _m and provided significant semi-

volatile offgas decontamination. Although the SBS gas scrubbing capabilities

have not been fully evaluated, SBS NOx removal efficiency was - 1%: This low

efficiency was a result of low NOx concentrations and high NO/NO2 ratios.

!

I
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The high-efficiency mist eliminator (HEME) exhibited very high aerosol

removal efficiencies under all offgas flow and inlet water loading conditions.

The HEMEeffectively removed all offgas aerosols having diameters greater than

0.5 Mm, and reduced aerosol concentrations to values so low that the service

life of high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters under these conditions

was projected to exceed one year. The HEME-captured effluent was effectively

purged from the filter element by collection and run off of the normal SBS

mist carryover (100 mg/scfm).

The film cooler was successfully used throughout the duration of the

melter test, and no significant solids accumulations were found in the

melter/SBS offgas jumper. However, feed and glass entrainment was so low

during the test that offgas jumper conditions may not be totally attributable

to film cooler operations. The chevron demister was found to have little

effect on the SBS exhaust under normal SBS operating conditions but was quite

useful in removing large quantities of water carried into the offgas system

when the SBS operation was destabilized by an inadequate tank fluid level.

PROCESSWASTETREATMENTTESTING

A process is being demonstrated to remove dissolved cesium and strontium

from the melter offgas condensate process waste by batch contact ion exchange

with zeolite. The loaded zeolite and solids containing transuranic elements

are removed from the condensate by filtration and recycled to vitrification.

Laboratory testing has been performed using nonradioactive synthetic HWVP

waste for ion exchange and filtration. Pilot-scale filtration tests have been

performed with nonradioactive synthetic wastes. It is planned to demonstrate

both of these processes on a pilot scale using more characteristic wastes from

melter testing.

Laboratory ion exchange testing was performed to determine distribution

ratios and sorption rates for selected zeolite sorption materials (lonsiv

IE-96, IE-95, and A-50) as a function of the SBS solution sodium concentra-

tion (Table 6), temperature (10 to 75 deg C), pH (4.6 to 11.0), and'contact

time (I min to I0 day). The data are reported as distribution ratios (Rd), or
the ratio of the concentration of the radionuclide exchanged on the solid



phase (activityper gram of dry solid) to the concentrationof the

radionuclideremaining in the liquidafter batch contact (activityper cubic

centimeterof solution).

The resultsshow that of the three zeolite materials tested, A-50 was the

most effectivefor strontium recoveryand IE-96 was the most effective for

cesium recovery (Figure 2). The plutoniumRd values were difficult to

interpretbecausemost of the plutoniumhad precipitatedbefore contacting the
zeolitematerial.

IE-96 and A-50 were evaluatedfor chemical stability at projected

concentrationsof fluoride (F') and chloride Cl-) ion in the HWVP SBS waste

stream at 75 deg C between 1000 h (assumedRd equilibrium)and a total contact

time of 10 d. Based on Rd values,no evidence for instabilitywas found.

At a pH >7 (expectedoperatingrange pH 7-10), the plutonium and

americium solubility is so low that aqueous concentrationswill be less than

2 nCi/g of solution (Figure3). This supports the projection that most of the

TRU element content will be associatedwith the SBS solids. In addition, some

TRU distribution(absorption)was shown for the zeolitematerials tested.

The cesium Rd decreased -35% when the temperature was increased from
25 deg C to the projected operating temperature of 43.3 deg C. The measured

cesium removal efficiency (approach to equilibrium) was 99.7% at 100 min of

contact time. The cesium Rd for IE-96 did not vary greatly with pH. The IE-

96 cesium Rd value decreased from 10,000 to 7,000, and the strontium Rd value
increased from 600 to 2,000 as the pH increased from pH 5 to pH 11.

Filtration tests were conducted on laboratory- and pilot-scale filters to

determine filter performance at projected HWVPprocess conditions. For

laboratory-scale testing, simulated waste streams of Fe(OH)3 and Cd(OH)2 were
tested and compared with composite SBS samples from a PSCMrun to identify an

appropriate simulant for pilot-scale testing. Both laboratory- and pilot-

scale testing included pre-coating of the filter under recommended conditions

(0.11b/ft 2 diatomaceous earth (DE)). Powdered zeolite added in the projected

amount of absorb cesium and strontium was tested as a body feed together with

diatomaceous earth. Process performance was determined by pressure drop

I0
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across the filter as a functior of volume throughput, solids removal effi-

ciency, tendency for solids agglomeration, and ease with which the solids were

removed from the filter.

Based on the test results, the filtration system is expected to achieve

the design volume throughput (16.3 gal/ft 2 at 1000 ppm process feed solids)

and solids loading (250 g/ft 3 combined process solids and zeolite) without

exceeding the design pressure drop of 40 psi while achieving very high solids

removal efficiency. A simulant feed stream of Fe(OH)3 at approximately the
same iron concentration as expected in the SBS, was shown to be an appropriate

simulant for filtration tests. Powdered zeolite by itself was not effective

as a body feed and diatomaceous earth added as a body feed was required to

successfully filter the simulated waste stream. The filter provided excellent

filtrate clarity and very low solids content with the solids removal

efficiency of about 99%. There was no indication of a tendency for the

filtered solids to agglomerate, and they were easily removed by the backwash.

Even under the worst conditions with an extremely high (Fe(OH)3 concentration
of 1000 ppm (more than five times the projected "equivalent" process solids

concentration), the feed was successfully filtered.

PROCESSEQUIPMENTCONSTRUCTIONMATERIALSEVALUATION

A materials evaluation effort was conducted to provide remote process

equipment and piping design guidance by identifying suitable materials of

construction and to provide the best avail._ble corrosion rate information for

the materials under the expected conditions. Laboratory-scale and limited

larger- scale corrosion testing was performed in s_lecting materials for the

HWVP, the DWPF, and the WVDP. Open literature and other reports covering

HWVP, DWPF, and WVDPtesting have been reviewed as a basis for HWVPmaterials
selection.

The materials selection effort concluded that-

• Hastelloy C-22 offers the best corrosion resistance of those

materials tested for feed preparation and process waste handling

systems under simulated HWVPprocess stream compositions and

11
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conditionsfor NCAW. HastelloyC-22 was recommendedfor major

componentsof the remote processequipmentand piping in contact

with process slurriesand most processwaste solutions.

• Although HastelloyC-22 exhibitsthe best corrosion resistanceto

simulated processsolutionsand conditionsof the materials tested,

data are somewhatlimited for its performanceat high halide concen-

trations and low pH simulatingprocessrecycle waste conditions.

The performanceof HastelloyC-22 under certain process recycle

waste conditions,such as very high halide concentrations(F- + CI-

>10,000 ppm) and low pH (pH <2), is uncertain. The process recycle

waste solutionsmust be neutralizedto a pH of 2 or higher to avoid

potentiallyunacceptableconditionsto the constructionmaterials.

• For certain less aggressivechemicalenvironmentsin the p,ant, such

as for the slurrymix evaporatorcondensatetank (SMECT)vessel and

components,304-L and 3)6-L stainlesssteels are suitable materials

for fabricatingcertain processequipment. 304-L stainless steel is

recommendedas the material for equipmentand piping in contact with

process water and chemical additionlines (except"for formic acid-

bearing solutions)as well as some "nonwetted"components. 316-L

stainlesssteel is recommendedfor equipment and piping in contact

with streams containingformic acid and for suitably neutralized

process streams entering and leavingthe facility.

• The materials identifiedfor F,,eltercomponents (MonofraxK-3 ceramic

for glass-contactingceramic componentsand Inconel-690for glass-

contacting and other high-temperaturemetallic components,includ-

ing the offgas liiieto the SBS) are adequate within the opera%ing

limitations identifiedin previousevaluations. Because of the

anticipatedshorter life of melter components such as eitherthermo-

wells and dip tubes, an ongoingeffort to identify and evaluate

potentially longer-livedmaterialsfor these is being considered for

future melter testing.

• Available informationon materialsperformancefor HastelloyC-22

components exposedto abrasiveslurry conditions (e.g., frit

12



slurries)is minimal, and is plannedto be supplementedwith

currentlyplanned testing. However, HastelloyC-22 is expected to

perform similarlyto HastelloyC-276 for abrasive sldrry service.

Certain areas of the process are still undergoing development. An

example is the process waste handlingsystem,where transuranic-bearing(TRU)

waste streamswill be processedin some manner to recycle the TRU portion back

into the vitrificationprocess.For some processing options still being

consideredfor TRU recycle, selectedmaterialsare compatible, but only under

appropriateprocessing conditionssuch as proper pH control.

m
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TABLE I. PreliminaryHWVP Feed Compositions

Weight Percentof Total NonvolatileOxides
Nonvolatile in HWVP Feed Streams

Oxide NCAW CCW PFPW NCRW

Al203 9.0 7.1 15.1 26.0
CaO 0.3 1.1 9.0 0.3

CdO 3.0 - - -

Cr203 0.5 2.7 2.0 2.0
CuO 0.6 - - -

F 1.2 2.3 1.8 4.3

Fe203 28.2 17.2 37.0 0.4

(La, Nd)203 2.9 2.1 - 0.5

HgO 0.2 3.5 8.1 0.1

MnO2 0.6 3.5 5.1 -

MoO3 1.2 - - -

Na20/K20 17.6 15.7 17.I 14.0
NiO 2.3 - - -

P205 0.9 - - -
Noble metals 1.0 - - 0.2

SO3 0.7 0.7 2.3 -

SiO2 4.0 43.7 - 6.3

U308 4.7 - - 1.6
ZrO 15.1 - - 42.0

Total feed oxides 94.0 99.6 97.5 98.0
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TABLE 2. Coefficients and Goodness-of-Fit Statistics fo_aLinear Mixture
Models Fitted to TIO, n1150, (1150' Tg, as , sm_ J, and MCC-I B

Component _I_----- --_i150-- --_(1150--- To _s em M3C-1 B

SiO2 0.00036699 9.0354 -1.20176 622.006 0.74723 34.6536 2.18998

6203 B.00147939 -6.6671 3.92561 616.705 2.64195 204.4526 11.73804

Na2D 0.00200507 -II.6622 26.64774 149.530 38.56759 273.1760 12.83780

Li20 0.00398172 -34.2429 64.80273 -770.552 51.62066 625.4629 14.69046

CaO 0.00160469 -4.6522 -@.75219 622.803 18.73964 56.5594 2.26417

MgO 0.00119727 -1.2066 -3.73613 459.971 II._9192 -113.4390 6.63564

FezO3 0,00106193 -0.4066 3.66635 5_I.516 9.72403 175.7513 -_.99994

AI203 0.00009101 11.0632 -2.02_5B 565.935 7.57654 -111.9280 -16.39450

ZrO2 0.00045934 8.3702 -0.08843 759.442 7.44074 -119.4520 -B.47_59

Others _.00096563 -0.9675 7.B0661 302.374 10.15195 -10.3527 0.72346

R2(b) 0.978 0.977 0.939 e.941 _.914 0.757 0.890

R_(b) 0.962 0.961 0.897 @.90_ 0.855 0.5BB 0.814

LOF?(c) Yes Yes No No No No Yes

(a) Linear mixture models were fitted to transformationsof the glass properties (natural

logarithms "=nthe case of MCC-I normalizedreleases).

(b) The R: statistic takes a value between_.0 and 1.0, _nd indicate§the proportionof varia-

tion in the property data explainedby the model. RA:correc=s=¢Rfor the number of terms
in the model, which reduces the value considerablyfor some proper:ies.

(c) A sZatisticalF-test for lack-of-fit(LOF)was performedusing the estimates of experimental

variation obtained from four replicatetests. "Yes" denotesa statisticallysignificantLOF
at greater than 99% confidence,while "No" indicatesthe LOF was not significantat the
9_% level.
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TABLE 3. PropertyTransformationsIndicatedby Statistical
Investigationof the CVS-I Data

ProDertY Description Transformation

TIO Temperature (%) at which viscosity= 10 Pa.s I/TI0

n1150 Viscosity (Pa.s) at 1150°C In(ni150)

e1150 Electricalconductivity(S/m) at 1150°C (c1150)0.5

Tg Glass transitiontemperature(°C) none

=s Thermal expansioncoefficientof solid glass none

mm Thermal expansioncoefficientof molten glass none

RMi 28-day MCC-I normalized i-th element release (g/rl2) In(RMi)

Rpi 7-day PCT normalized i-th element release (g/m2) In(Rpi)
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TABLE 4. CompositionRegion (in terms of mass fractions)Studied in CVS-I

Sinqle-ComponentConstraints(a)

Lower Upper
Hw-3g-4 Limit Limit

SiO2 0.5353 0.42 0.57

B203 0.1053 0.05 0.20

Na20 0.1125 0.05 0.20

Li20 0.0375 0.01 0.07
CaO 0.0083 0.0 0.10

MgO 0.0084 0.0 0.08

Fe203 0.0719 0.02 0.15

Al203 0.0231 0.0 0.15

ZrO2 0.0385 0.0 0.13
Others 0.0592 0.01 0.10

Multiple-Component Constraints

Lower Upper
Limi t Limi_____tt

SiO2 / AI203 3.0 ---

(Na20 + Li20)/(SiO 2 + AI203 + Zr02) 0.152 0.342
MgO+ CaO --- 0.10

Fe203 + AI203 + ZrO2 + Others --- 0.24

AI203 + ZrO2 --- 0.16

Critical Solubility Constraints

Cr203 _ 0.005
F < 0.017m

P205 _ 0.010

SO3 _ 0.005

Rh203, PdO, and Ru203 _ 0.025

(a) An implicit constraint on the components is that their mass fractions
must sum to 1.0.



TABLE 5. SimulantTarget Composition

Basic
Oxide q WO/L

Al203 11.69
BaO 0.52

B203 O.12
CaO 0.39

CdO 3.90

CeO2 0.78

Cr203 0.65

Cs20 0.78
CuO 0.78

F 1.56

Fe203 36.36

La203 3.76

MgO O.48

MnO2 O.78

MoO3 I.56

Na20 23.38

Nd203 4.68
NiO 2.99

P205 1.14

Pr6011 0.54

SO3 0.85

SiO2 5.20

Sm203 O.26
SrO 0.52

Y203 0.26

ZrO2 19.49

RuO2 0.82
PdO 0.26

Rb20 0.26

Rh203 O.26
Total 125.02
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TABLE 6. ProjectedSBS CompositionAfter Neutralization

Composition, q/L .....
Component Solution#1 Solution #2

Na 4.8E-01 8.8E-01

Cs 4.4E-02 Same as Solution #I

Sr 7.5E-04 "

Al I.OE-02 "

Ag 2.0E-05 "

B I.4E-01 "

Ba 7.9E-04 "

Ca 5.2E-03 "

Cd 4.1E-01 "

Cr 7.5E-04 "

Cu 1.1E-03 "

Fe2+ 4.3E-03 "

Fe3+ 3.IE-02 "

K 2.2E-04 "

Mg 4.2E-03 "

Mn 9.0E-04 "

Ni 4.OE-03 "

Rb 3.4E-04 "

Si 2.2E-01 "

Pu 3.9E-05 "

Cl 1.7E-01 "

F 3.3E-01 "

SO4 1.7E-01 "

NO2 3.2E-02 "

NO3 Balance "

OH- pH 7 "
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